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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Chebyshev polynomials (T~(x) ,  n = 0, 1,. . .  ,) in one variable are extremal polynomials in 
differing contexts. In particular, they may be defined by this property in cases where they are 
the unique extremals. See the following examples. 
* x (a) I fP~_l(  ) is the (necessarily unique) best uniform approximation to x '~ on [-1, 1], then 
x n _ p~_ l (x )  = 21-nTn(x) ,  
i.e., among all pn(x)  = x ~ +. . . ,  21-nTn(x)  has minimal maximum norm on [-1, 1]. 
(b) Consider the orthogonal polynomials on [-1, 1] with respect to the weight function 
(1 - x 2)-1/2. They satisfy the 3-term recurrence formula, p0 = 1, pl = x 
pn+l(X)  = 2xpn(x)  -- pn - l (X ) ,  n >_ 1, 
and the differential equation 
(1 - x 2) p"(x)  - xp ' (x )  + n2x = 0. 
But the recurrence formula is satisfied by T,~(x) (= cosn0, x = cos0), so pn(x)  = T,~(x). 
(c) Let ~n be the set of polynomials of degree n in one real variable. I fp E Pn and Ip(x)l < 1, 
-1  <x<l ,  then 
< T2)(t) , I t l> l ;  j=0 ,1 , . . . ,n .  
Equality is possible for j > 1; and j = 0, It I > 1, only i fp = ±Tn. 
We further remark that there axe generalizations of (a) and (c). Namely, if p(x)  = 2'~-1x n + 
an- ix  n-1  + ' "  + ao and ~n)= cos( j~r) /n,  j = O,. .  . ,n  then 
(a') 
j=O,...,n j=O,...,n 
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with equality only for p -- T~. Since 
max IT,~(x)I = 1, 
-1<x<1 
then for p ~ Tn, 
max Ip(x)l > 1. 
- l<x<l  
(c') I fp  C Pn andlp(~j)l _< 1,7/j = cos(jTO/n , j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n ,  then 
PO)(t) I <_ TO)(t) , Itl_> 1, j - -0 ,1 , . . . ,n .  
Equality is possible for j > 1; and j = 0 for It[ > 1, only i fp  = :l:Tn. 
In what follows, we wish to examine some properties of Chebyshev polynomials in more than 
one variable. In particular, we wish to show that a Chebyshev polynomial in several variables 
may provide generalizations of the same flavor as (a) and (c) above (at least for the case j = 0 
in (c)). Or, put more colloquially, the min-max polynomial inside grows fastest outside in some 
configurations in dimensions higher than 1. We must also bear in mind that uniqueness i rarely 
a property of multivariate Chebyshev polynomials. 
We have mentioned the Chebyshev polynomials as orthogonal polynomials in (b) above. There 
is an extensive and interesting literature about generalizations of the orthogonal Chebyshev 
polynomials in one variable, but we will not consider these generalizations here. The interested 
reader may examine [1] and [2] which also contain further useful references. 
2. SOME RESULTS IN  THE L ITERATURE 
Sect ion  2.1. 
In [3], Rivlin and Shapiro generalize (c) of the Introduction, for j = 0, as follows. Let P(n,  m) 
denote the set of all real polynomials in m variables of degree <_ n, K be a strictly convex body in 
m-space and P0 a point exterior to K. They wish to determine max Ip(Po)l over all p C P(n, m) 
satisfying max Ip(P)l <_ 1, P C K.  The problem is solved by finding a pair of parallel supporting 
hyperplanes to K such that the points of tangency, P1 and P2, are collinear with P0. Then, 
the absolute value of the Chebyshev polynomial (in one variable) of degree n on PIP2 at P0 is 
[max Ip(Po)l, IlPl] <- 1]. An extremal polynomial is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n on the 
segment of the line through P0 perpendicular to the supporting parallel hyperplanes which pass 
through P1 and P2, respectively. 
For example, if m = 2, n = 2 and K is the closed elliptical region defined by 4x 2 + 9y 2 < 36, 
then if p(x, y) = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 + dx + ey + f satisfies Ip(x, Y) I ~ 1 for (x, y) C K, we obtain 
IP(3, 2)1 <_ 3 with equality for p*(x, y) = xU/9 + y2/4 + (xy)/3 - 1. 
Sect ion  2.2. 
Newman and Xu [4] examine an analogue of (a) for the triangular planar set 
S- -{ (x ,y ) :x>O,  y>0,  0 <x+y~ 1}. (1) 
Let II " II be the uniform norm on S. Then they show that for every P,n,n E P(n  + rn - 1, 2) 
22(n+m)-lxmy n --Pm,n ~-- IITm,,~(x,Y)II = 1, 
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where 
[ 
~m,~(z, y) = / 
[ 
(i) n > m 
T,~_m(2y - 1 )Tm(Sxy  - 1) + 8xy(2y  - 1)Un-m- l (2y  - 1)Um- l (8xy  - 1) 
(ii) n = m 
T~(Sxy - 1) 
(iii) n < m 
Tm-n(2z  - 1)T,~(Sxy - 1) + 8zy(2x  - 1)Urn-n-1 (2x - 1)Un- l (8xy  - 1) 
(and U~(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind of degree r). The authors also remark 
that  the extremal polynomials Tm,,~(x, y) need not be unique, in contrast o the situation on the 
interval. 
This beautiful result appeared in 1993. The author of this survey had forgotten the result 
in (2.1) which appeared in 1961, and stumbled on it again only recently. 
3.  SOME MULT IVARIATE  RESULTS 
Sect ion  3.1.  
Consider the simple case, P(1,2)  on S (defined in (1)). In this case (n = m = 1), the Chebyshev 
polynomial 8xy-  1 is unique. Suppose 
118xy - (ax + by + c)l ls = 1, 
so that  fo ry=0,  0<x<l  andx=0,0<y<l ,  we obtain lcl <_ l, [a+c  I<1 and Ib+c  I <1 .  
Suppose x + y = 1, 0 < x < 1, let us examine 8x(1 - x) - ((a - b)x + (b + c)). The parabola 
y = 8x(1 -x ) ,  0 < x < 1 is nonnegative and y = 2 when x = 1/2. But the line y = (a -b )x+(b+c)  
has the value b+c when x = 0 and a+c when x = 1 with Ib+cl < 1 and l a+c l  _< 1, thus, when 
x=l /2 ,  y_<lw i thequa l i tyon ly i fb+c=a+c=l , i .e . ,  (a -b )x+(b+c)=l .  
Now we examine the case that p(x,  y) = c~xy - (ax + by + c) (with 0 < c~) satisfies 
I Ip(x,y)l ls < 1. (2) 
It is easy to see that  a pointwise analogue of (c) in the case of j = 0 cannot be attained. For, if 
p(x ,y )  = 4xy in (2), then for x = 0.8, y = 0.2 (x + y 7 ~ 1), 14xyl = 0.64 while 18xy - 11 = 0.28. 
Since (c), in the case j = 0, does not generalize when we consider all (x, y) satisfying 
0 < x < s, x + y = s >_ 1, we turn our attention to the following natural question. For 
p c T~(1,2) and s > 0, put 
Np(x,y)lls = max{ Ip(x ,y ) l :  x + y= s, O < x < s}. 
If IIPlI~, <- 1 for some suitably chosen subset of 0 < s < 1, does it then follow that  IIPlI8 < ]1T1,1118 
for all s > 1? In other words, replace zero dimensional point evaluation by one-dimensional 
norms on diagonal parallels, x + y = s > 1. We shall next show that this is the case. 
First, let us remark that  if I Ip(x,y)l ls < 1 (and p(x ,y )  7 ~ 2"1,1), then c~ < 8. For 
axy  8 c~ Hp(x,y)ns  = no~zy-  (ax - t -by+c)Hs  >- - = -  
with equality, if and only if a = b = 0, c = a /8 ,  in view of the uniqueness of the Chebyshev 
polynomial for n -- m = 1. Therefore, Hp(x,y)Hs < 1 ¢* a < 8. 
Suppose p(x,  y) = (axy  - (ax + by - c)), (a > 0), satisfies 
Ip(O,O)l = Icl = 1, Ilpll~ -< 1. (3) 
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In view of (3), we have [b + c] < 1 and ]a + c[ _< 1. Fix s _> 0. Suppose x + y = s, 0 < x < s, then 
p(x, y) = -ax  2 + (as - a + b)x - (bs + c) =: g~(x). 
Then gs(0) = - (bs  + c), gs(s) = - (as  + c) and g'~(x) = -2ax  + as - a + b implies that  
s b -a  
x- - - -~+ 2a 
We consider two cases. 
CASE I. [b - al _> sa. Then we have 
IIpL = max{las + c[, [bs + c[}. 
CASE II. ]b - a[ < as. Then we have 
9~ +--2-~-a =~s 2 s+ c , 
and 
]IP'[ = max { las + c', lbs + cl, 4 s2 a + s+ ( (b-a)2-ao~ c)  } ~ _  • 
In particular, i fp (x ,y )  = q(x,y) = Sxy - 1, Ilqll~ = 1,0 < s < 1 and 
[[qll~ = 2s2 - 1, s > 1 .  
Now if s = 0, 1, Ilqlls = 1 and []P[I~ ~ 1 = I[qsll, is IIpll~ ~ IIqL for s > 1? We begin by 
examining the size of [as + c[ and Ibs + c[. Consider w(s) = 2s 2 - 1 - (as + c). 
w(1) = 1 - (a + c) _> O, w'(1) = 4 -  a > 2. 
Therefore, if s > 1, [as + c[ < 2s 2 - 1, and similarly, [bs + c] < 2s 2 - 1. Thus, if [b - a[ > sa, 
s > 1 then 
[Iql[~ > [[PlI~. 
In case II, [b -  a[ < as, s _> 1, 
4 2 a+b w(s) = 2s  2 - 1 - s 2 s + - -  (b4a- a)2 c) .  
Now w(1) _> 0 and 
w,(1) =4_  (2  a+b)  
2 ; 
w"(s) =4-  ~ >0.  
It is now easy to see that 
2 
and so w'(1) > 0(= 0 ¢=> b = a). Thus, 
a+b <4 (b -  a)2 
2 - 2a ' 
[[P[[s _< ][qHs, s _> 1. | 
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Sect ion 3.2.  
Suppose now that 
~nd 
S={(x ,y ) :xy>0,  x +y=s,  - l  <s< 1}, 
Consider the P(z,  y) ~ P(n, 2) for which 
~ ai' jxiy j
i+j=n 
so that 
= 2~-~(x + y)L  
i ---- 0} . . . ~ 7%~ 
(4) 
and let the set of such p(x, y) be FI(n, 2). Then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM. For every p E II(n, 2), 
tiPlls -> IITn( x -hY)lls (5) 
with equality, if and only if p(x, y) = ±T,~(x + y), where Tn is the Chebyshev polynomial of 
degree n. Moreover, if p(x,y) E P(n, 2) and ][PlIs -< 1, then if xy >_ 0 and Ix + y[ >_ 1, 
Ip(~,u)l _< IT~(~ + Y)I, (6) 
PROOF. Suppose p(x, y) ~ II(n, 2). 
(i) If x=0 and-1  <y< 1, put 
Then 
n-1  
p(x,y)  = q(y) ---- 2n--ly n + Ea iy  i. 
i=O 
max Iq(Y)l :> max ITn(y)I = 1 
- l<y<l  - l<y<l  
with equality ¢* q(y) = +Tn(y). 
(ii) Supposey=Ax,  O<_A<oc. For - l  _< (l + A)x <_ 1, 
n- -1  
p(x, y) = p(x, Ax) = 2n-1((1 + A)X) n + E hi((1 + A)x) i. 
i=0  
Thus 
max Ip(x, Ax)l > max ITn(1 + A)xl = 1, 
-1<(1+~)x<1 - -1_<0+~)x<1 
with equality ¢=> p(z, Ax) -- +Tn((1 + A)x). (5) now follows. 
We turn next to (6). If liP[Is -< 1, then we have the following. 
(c~) I fx=0and ly l> l ,  Ip(0, y)l _< l, - l  _< y < l and 
Ip(0,u)l <_ IT~(y)I, lyq > 1. 
(/3) Suppose0<A<ooandy=Ax.  Sincellplls_<l, Ip(x, Ax)l < l for -1  < ( l+A)  x <_ 1. 
The Chebyshev polynomial on this interval is Tn((1 + A)x), and so since the one- 
dimensional Chebyshev polynomial majorizes one-dimensional polynomials which are 
bounded by 1 on this interval (such as p(x, Ax)) at points of the line y = Ax for which 
(1 + A)lx [ > 1, we obtain (6), since x + y -- (1 + A)x. | 
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REMARK 1. It does not seem plausible that (6) continues to hold for xy < 0, Ix - Yl > 1. 
REMARK 2. The choice of 2n- l (x  ÷ y)n as leading term for a Chebyshev polynomial is rather 
natural. I would guess that in k dimensions the choice should be 2n- l (x l  + . . .  + xk) n and a 
Chebyshev polynomial on the corresponding domain is Tn(xl +""  + Xk). 
REMARK 3. It seems as if the Chebyshev polynomial, as defined above, is unique. That is 
surprising. 
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